Storylining your Presentations

*and again, thinking about the structure first...*
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Deciding on the key message and storylining are the key steps in the process of structuring your presentation as well.

**PREPARING YOUR PRESENTATION**

- **Decide on key message**
  - Think about the key message / the main ideas you want to convey in your article

- **Craft the storyline**
  - Logical flow of thoughts
  - red line
  - iterative
  - transitions

- **Draw slides**
  - Find suitable illustrations for the key ideas of each slide

Source: http://education.dbai.tuwien.ac.at/wie/WS05/
An handdrawn storyline of your presentation and further sketches of special slides can help you organize your thoughts and will get you going

STORYLINING YOUR PRESENTATION

Source: http://education.dbai.tuwien.ac.at/wie/WS05/